Dynamics of single vortices in grain boundaries: \(I-V\) characteristics on the femtovolt scale
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We employed a scanning Hall probe microscope to detect the hopping of individual vortices between pinning sites along grain boundaries in \(\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{6+x}\) thin films in the presence of an applied current. Detecting the motion of individual vortices allowed us to probe the current-voltage \((I-V)\) characteristics of the grain boundary with voltage sensitivity below a femtovolt. We find a very sharp onset of dissipation with \(V \propto I^p\) with an unprecedented high exponent of \(n \approx 290\) that shows essentially no dependence on temperature or grain boundary angle. Our data have no straightforward explanation within the existing grain boundary transport models. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3137164]

Grain boundaries (GBs) in high-\(T_C\) superconductors, widely used for devices and fundamental studies, govern the transport properties of many superconductors with technological applications. It is therefore important to understand the mechanism for dissipation in transport across GBs. GB transport is usually studied with such a large voltage threshold (nanovolts) that millions of vortices traverse the boundary per second. Although not on a grain boundary, effective voltage thresholds of picovolts using a superconducting quantum interference device volt meter and noise spectral densities of milliavolts from flux noise in superconducting rings have been reported. Extremely small effective voltages have been inferred from measurements of flux relaxation in superconducting rings. Here, we report direct imaging of GBs in \(\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{6+x}\) with a scanning Hall probe microscope. By sensing individual vortices, we demonstrate an effective voltage threshold of 0.2 fV and quantitatively measure dissipation with an onset threshold of attovolts. The results are striking: the frequency of vortex motion increases exponentially with current above a threshold current, but the exponent does not depend strongly on temperature or grain boundary angle. Our data have no straightforward explanation within the existing grain boundary transport models.

The data shown here are from a 250 nm thin film of \(\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{6+x}\) \((T_C=89.5\) K), epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition on a substrate of asymmetric 24° [001] tilt oriented bicrystal of \(\text{SrTiO}_3\). 21 bridges with widths of 20, 50, and 100 \(\mu\)m were patterned with the GB perpendicular to the bridge [Fig. 1(a)]. We also measured a 50 \(\mu\)m wide bridge patterned from a 180 nm thin film on a 5° [001] bicrystal. Magnetic measurements were performed with a large-area scanning Hall probe microscope, with single vortex resolution and a 10 kHz bandwidth. The magnetic resolution is 4 mG/Hz and the spatial resolution in the data presented is \(\approx 1\) \(\mu\)m: pixel size is 200 nm, and the data shown were taken with a 1 \(\times \) 1 \(\mu\)m \(^2\) Hall cross 1 \(\mu\)m from the surface. Four-probe transport measurements of the sample were made with a voltage noise floor of 1 \(\mu\)V.

Large angle GBs with critical currents much lower than the surrounding grains provide a well defined narrow channel for vortex motion. Figure 1(b) shows a magnetic image of a 50 \(\mu\)m wide GB, at \(T=10\) K, with applied current \(I\) larger than its critical current. Single vortices, observed in the bulk due to cooling in an ambient field of \(\approx 0.15\) G, are well pinned at this applied current. On the GB, however, vortices move continuously from both edges toward the central (white) region. A fit of this image using the monopole model for each single vortex, with the vortex positions as free parameters, finds 10 negative (blue) and 23 positive (red) vortices on the GB, unevenly spaced with a minimum separation of 1 \(\mu\)m. When the applied current is turned off, many vortices stay trapped on the GB. However, after thermal cycling we can image single vortices on the GB, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Bulk and GB vortices look the same with our spatial resolution, indicating \(\lambda_{\text{GB}} \approx 1\) \(\mu\)m.

Figure 2 shows a pseudocolor image of the noise spectra for different \(I\) at location 1 indicated in Fig. 1(b). The low-frequency noise increases dramatically when the applied current exceeds a temperature dependent threshold value \(I_0\). The spectrum broadens rapidly with further current increase. Similar behavior was observed at different locations along the GB but disappeared in 2–3 \(\mu\)m away from the GB. The excess noise location on the GB and its dependence on sample current relate it to the dynamics of vortices in the one-dimensional (1D) channel of the GB.

The noise spectrum has a Lorentzian shape (inset of Fig. 2) consistent with a two-level random telegraph noise, implying a random hopping of vortices along the GB, rather than a smooth correlated motion. The shift of the Lorentzian
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to higher frequencies with increasing current shows that the vortices hop faster with increasing Lorentz force as expected. At each current above \( I_h \), the total value of the excess noise (difference between the integrals of the power spectral density above and below \( I_h \)) remains rather constant and matches the peak value measured for a single vortex by the static imaging (\( \sim 1 \) G).

The motion of vortices is also apparent in the time resolved Hall probe signal. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) show time traces at two locations along the GB marked in Fig. 1(b), recorded for 16 s (\( 3 \times 10^5 \) data points) at each \( I \) with 60 Hz background noise (see Fig. 2) filtered out. For \( I < 28.5 \) mA no vortex motion was detected as seen in the corresponding trace in Fig. 1(d). At 28.5 mA individual rare switching events become visible, with the amplitude of a single vortex. The rate of switching events increases with increasing current. Above a certain current the vortex rate exceeds our bandwidth. No correlation was observed between events, which implies random vortex hopping between pinning sites. At different locations along the GB, different types of signals were observed—positive vortices (in the red region), negative vortices (blue region), and a mixture of the two close to the annihilation region. Also, in some cases three- or four-level signals were observed at certain locations along the GB, which can be explained by the presence of a few pinning sites in close proximity to the Hall sensor. An example of a three-level signal is shown in Fig. 1(e), recorded at 10 K at location 2 in Fig. 1(b) (1 \( \mu \)m away from location 1). We interpret the sequences circled in Fig. 1(e) as representing a vortex moving from a site directly under the Hall bar, to one close to, but not directly under it, to a site far from the Hall bar. Such signals were more frequently observed at the higher temperature of 50 K, possibly because vortices are larger and overlap more. At this site, the highest level always precedes the intermediate level, indicating that the vortices are moving in one direction.

As the vortex motion appears to be in one direction, we assume that each vortex hopping event corresponds to a vortex crossing the entire grain boundary, and we can therefore extract the \( I-V \) characteristics using the Josephson relation \( V = \Phi_0 f \), where \( \Phi_0 \) is the flux quantum. The rate of passing vortices \( f \) was measured either by counting vortices on the time traces [e.g., Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)] or by fitting the noise spectrum (Fig. 2) to a Lorentzian. Figure 3 shows \( I-V \) curves at 10 K (red) and 50 K (blue). The current axis is normalized by \( I_h(10 \text{ K}) = 28.5 \) mA, the lowest current at which vortices

FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Sketch of the GB sample. The bridge width is 50 \( \mu \)m, GB misorientation angle is 24° symmetric (\( a \) and \( b \) axes are \( -12^\circ \) and \( 12^\circ \) with respect to the GB). [b] and [c] Magnetic image of the GB area (b) at 10 K and \( I=29 \) mA and (c) at 10 K and \( I=0 \), showing individual vortices (red) and antivortices (blue). The regions imaged are marked by the orange frames in (a). [d] and [e] The Hall probe signals vs time at 10 K for different currents applied to the GB measured at two positions marked in (b). The switching events are vortices passing under the probe. Red circles indicate three-level switching events.

FIG. 2. (Color) Pseudocolor image of the noise spectrum of the Hall signal for different sample currents at 10 K, measured at the location 1 in Fig. 1(b). Inset: difference between the power spectral densities at currents of 29 and 28 mA (green). The Lorentzian shaped spectrum is multiplied by \( f \) similarly to the analysis in Ref. 16. The fit to two-level random telegraph noise is plotted in red.

FIG. 3. (Color) Current-voltage characteristics. The low voltage part (red and blue) was measured magnetically by the Hall probe [as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 2]. Different symbols are different locations along the GB. The current axis is normalized by \( I_h(10 \text{ K}) \) which is the lowest current at which vortices were observed moving at 10 K. The high voltage part (green) was acquired by four-probe measurements on a neighboring bridge with identical dimensions and normalized to \( I_h \) of that bridge measured magnetically (green data on the low voltage part). Inset: low voltage data at 10 K on a linear scale.
were observed moving at 10 K. Such “magnetic”
measurements of the voltage on a single vortex scale allow 0.2 mV
sensitivity, where the average rate of passing vortices is
\( \sim0.1 \) Hz.

The onset of dissipation is quite steep: at 10 K \( V \) changes by three orders of magnitude as \( I \) changes by \( \delta I/ I =0.03 \), and at 50 K \( \delta I/ I =0.037 \). The low voltage part of \( I-V \) can be equally well fitted by power law \( V \propto I^n \) or exponential behavior \( V \propto \exp(mI/1), \) where \( m, n, \) and \( I \) are fitting parameters. For both, the characteristic exponent is very high,
\( n=m=290, \) and independent of \( T \) in the measured range of
10–50 K. For the 5° grain boundary at 40 K we find \( \delta I/ I =0.04. \) In all our measurements, \( \delta I/ I \) was between 0.03 and
0.05. Note that although the exponent is not as expected\(^{10,14} \) since the gap and order parameters are de-
creasing. At higher voltages, conventional four-probe mea-
surements are shown by green data points.\(^{19} \) The shape of the high voltage part is similar to \( I-V \) curves observed in the literature.\(^{11,12,16} \) For three of our 24° GB we found \( I_{R_e} \) products of 0.93, 1.68, and 0.94 mV at 10 K, and our 5° GBJ had an \( I_{R_e} \) product of 0.4 mV at 40 K. At 86 K the current-
voltage characteristics had little hysteresis, consistent with our estimate of \( \beta_1=2\pi R_e^2/C/\Phi_0 <1. \)

The Hall probe’s possible perturbation of the sample should not be important. The magnetic field generated by the Hall probe is about 0.03 G, too small to affect the vortex dynamics. The tip of the Hall probe chip touching the sample may exert an applied force (~1 \( \mu \)N) and local heating (~10 \( \mu \)W).\(^9 \) The onset current for vortex motion changes slightly with the Hall probe’s distance from the grain boundary, consistent with a local temperature rise of \( \sim0.2 \) K, but the shape and quantitative slope of the \( I-V \) curve remain the same. The magnetic signal varies with position perpendicular to the GB like a single vortex does, as expected for a 1D channel. The noise data is consistent with the \( I-V \) measure-
ments, in that a relatively smooth curve can be drawn be-
tween the two sets of data (see Fig. 3).

Several scenarios were considered to explain the experi-
mental observations:

(i) The shape of the \( I-V \) curves, the range of \( T, \) and the observed hopping all demonstrate the importance of pinning sites and suggest creep behavior. We considered several pin-
ning potential shapes.\(^{20,21} \) Although some predict an \( I-V \) shape that resembles the data, all also predict a temperature dependent exponent inconsistent with our data. Also, the large exponent \( n \) observed implies that the barrier is much larger than thermal fluctuations over the entire range of
10–50 K. Such a large \( n \) has not been reported in the litera-
ture.

(ii) For our 24° GB, Josephson vortices or Abrikosov–
Josephson vortices\(^{13,18,20} \) are expected. For the latter, a non-
linear flux flow behavior is expected, due to the expansion of the vortex Josephson-core from \( \xi \) to \( \lambda \) as the current is increased.\(^{22} \) Our measurements are performed in a range where the presence of Abrikosov–Josephson vortices is very likely.\(^{15,22} \) However, this scenario cannot explain the \( T \) inde-
pendence of the exponent.

(iii) The presence of pinning, the steep curvature of the \( I-V \) and its decrease at higher voltages suggest a glassy
behavior\(^{20,23} \) with exponential \( I-V \) which can describe our data. However, care should be taken in relating this model to our case, which deals with 1D motion of vortices that are flat (250 nm) and relatively sparse. Also, the lack of \( T \) depen-
dence of the exponent remains a problem.

(iv) The lack of \( T \) dependence, and the very large pin-
ning barrier relative to thermal fluctuations suggest the pos-
sibility of quantum tunneling of vortices. An estimate of the quantum tunneling rate of Josephson vortices in our GB ge-
ometry can be made to fit our experiments (see supplemen-
tary material\(^{24} \)). However, unrealistically high values for the attempt frequency and low values for the junction capacitance are required for these fits.

In summary, the dynamics of vortices on GBs were mea-
sured in the limit of extremely low dissipation. The vortices hop between pinning sites with a characteristic frequency that depends on the applied current. \( I-V \) characteristics were extracted, with voltage sensitivity as good as \( 2 \times 10^{-16} \) V. At low voltages the \( I-V \) curves are very steep with temperature independent exponents. Our data are qualitatively different from grain-boundary transport measurements at higher voltages,\(^{1,12,14} \) and cannot be fully explained using existing models.
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